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By Clint Lacy

R
on Pastore, in his book Jesse James’ Secret,
not only put forth evidence that Jesse James
faked his own death, he also provided a rea-
son James would do so, offering that Jesse
was part of the secret organization the

Knights of the Golden Circle (KGC). 
According to the Knights of the Golden Circle web-

site:

It has been said of them that they were one of the
deadliest, wealthiest, most secretive and subversive
spy and underground organizations in the history of
the world. It is known that they operated not only in
the United States, but also around the globe for 65
years (1851 to 1916). Also, that the original Ku Klux
Klan was their military arm. Some of the finest and
craftiest brains in the South helped organize and direct
the activities of the Knights of the Golden
Circle. The group was heavy on ritual, most
of which was borrowed from Masonic lodges
and later from the Knights of Pythias. Some
were also members of the Rosicrucians.
Their wealth was due to the huge amount of
money, valuables and equipment that they
had accumulated for the purpose of restart-
ing the Civil War.1

The organization was founded by Dr.
George Bickley of Cincinnati, Ohio (origi-
nally from Indiana), and the organization
originated in Lexington, Kentucky on July 4,
1854.2

Many believe that following the so-called Civil War
the KGC went “underground” to accumulate and hide
wealth as well as to plan for resurrecting the Confed-
eracy. This is one of the reasons Pastore gives for Jesse
James faking his own death. During his investigations,
Pastore discovered evidence of James’s initials and odd
symbols carved in caves in Kansas.3

During the same time period that Pastore was dis-
covering evidence of Jesse’s KGC activity in Kansas, re-
tired Navy veteran Bob Brewer was discovering the
same type of evidence in the Ouachita Mountains of
west central Arkansas. Brewer, who authored the book
Rebel Gold,writes that he grew up in Hatfield, Arkansas
and had a close relationship with his grandfather, who

was known to make trips into the woods to
“hunt cows.”  

As Brewer grew older his grandfather
started showing him strange symbols carved
into rocks, caves and trees.  It was only un-
til after retiring from the Navy and moving
back to Arkansas that Brewer discovered
the term “cows” was short for the Masonic
term “cowan,” which means intruder, and
that his grandfather had actually been a
KGC “sentinel” who was charged with
guarding a secret KGC money cache (gold
and silver).

Brewer eventually broke the KGC “code” of various
symbols, initials and bent trees (all of which show a
trained sentinel how to locate KGC caches).

Both Brewer and Pastore believe James was a KGC
agent and that he used the money from his robberies to
fill KGC caches across the South and Southwest United
States, and both men have been successful in finding
KGC treasure.4 �

ENDNOTES:
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4 Getler, Warren, and Bob Brewer, Rebel Gold, Simon and Schuster,

2003.

Why Would Jesse James Fake His Death?
Was rebel sympathizer robbing banks to fund neo-Confederacy?

Above, treasure hunter and author Bob Brewer points to
curious markings carved in the bark of a tree that he says
may be clues to where Confederate gold is buried. Left,
Brewer displays some of the coins he has found.


